
Dressing Your Baby
For sessions at any age, we suggest simple clothing. Neutral, solid colors work best for 
keeping all the attention on the face. Stripes, plaids, polka dots, character clothing, and 
large floral prints will compete with your baby’s smile and eyes.

Bring more than one outfit! Having a few options to work with will create a nice variety 
of images. Be sure clothing is comfortable.

Christening gowns and other heirlooms are wonderful for creating classic portraits.

You may just find that the best outfit is no outfit at all! A baby in just a diaper or onesie 
is simply adorable.

Elastic headbands can leave marks on the head if it shifts or isn’t worn throughout the 
entire session. Use tiny clips or tie-in bows instead. Hats are cute too!

Bare feet are wonderful and show off those adorable little toes. Shoes look better with 
some outfits; be sure to pack socks!

If you’re unsure what looks best, bring in several outfits and we’ll help you decide.

Baby Portrait Guide

Personalizing Your Portraits
Consider bringing in some special items which add a personal touch to your pictures.

Newborn 3-9 months 1 year 18 months – 2 years

Hospital bracelet

Crib card

Wedding rings

Baby blanket

First shoes

Hats

Stuffed Animals

ABC Blocks

Wrapped Birthday Gift

Play chair

Dolls & Trucks

Fan (Sports Team) Gear



Other Tips & Helpful Information
Most babies typically lose their newborn curl by day 10 or 12 and some develop newborn 
acne around 14 days, so plan your session accordingly.

Babies aren’t used to the air on their skin.  Holding them with just a diaper next to your 
bare skin will get them used to what they will experience in our studio.

It is OK if your baby requires attention during your session.  We are happy to 
accommodate a quick feeding or crying spell. 

All of our baby props are completely washable and sanitized between uses.

Before You Leave Home
Please feed your baby so we are working with a full tummy; older babies may need 
an extra snack or reason to smile, so feel free to bring along cereal, raisins or animal 
crackers.

Loosen the diaper just a bit and remove socks so we don’t see any imprints when it 
comes to picture time. 

Pack an extra set of clothing for mom and dad just in case you get sprayed by a naked 
baby.

Babies have a limited amount of smiles so don’t use them all up by playing just before the 
session begins.
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